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11 Ways The Aidoc aiOS™
Helps Health Systems
Realize AI’s Value
Aidoc is setting the standard for how AI should be scaled
in healthcare with the aiOS™, the only unified platform for 
enterprise AI adoption. The aiOS™ helps health systems
mitigate the risks associated with large-scale technology 
shifts by serving as the full stack orchestration, monitoring 
and action platform for all your health systems’ AI solutions.

All you need for enterprise AI in one place: the aiOS™

Standards:
A single platform for deploying and managing
all AI solutions, overcomes issues with
incompatible solutions from different vendors.

Integration:
Enterprise-grade connectivity to systems
of record, eliminates duplicative integrations
for each AI solution.

Application:
Standardized output for
all AI solutions creates
predictability, flexibility
and uniformity for end users.

Workflow:
Uniform options, filters and settings
for all solutions simplifies and streamlines
workflows for clinicians.

Patient Management:
Post-acute workflow allows health systems
to monitor patients who need additional care
beyond initial acute finding.

Network Effect:
Communication workflows allow health
systems to extend the benefits of AI solutions
to referral sites.

Security:
Best-in-class security standards provide
peace of mind that all solutions deployed
on the platform are secure.

Analytics:
Personalized support, actionable tools
and data visualization to measure the impact
of AI solutions against health system goals.

Scale Solutions:
Allows health systems to implement,
integrate and support homegrown AI solutions.

Orchestration:
Patent-pending process allows multiple AI
activities to run on a single virtual machine,
reducing data center utilization and costs.

Drift Mitigation:
Data drift mitigation processes ensure
that AI solutions deployed on the platform
continue to perform accurately over time.

Learn how the Aidoc aiOS™ provides health
systems with a comprehensive solution
for deploying and managing AI solutions.

https://www.aidoc.com/book-a-demo/

